Grout Brush
Series 7040

180 o Pivot
The head of the grout brush pivots
180 o , making cleaning possible almost
everywhere
Dismountable swivel feature
Dismountable thread adapter
to allow easy cleaning of swivel
thread feature

Angle Cut Bristles
The combination of stiffer bristles down the middle of the
brush and the angled cut, allows for cleaning even in the
most narrow crevices

This brush is excellent for scrubbing in difficult to reach areas or areas where you only have limited
space. The grout brush is suitable for cleaning under equipment, between equipment, getting into
corners, cleaning the crevices between floors and walls.

Grout Brush
7040
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Specifications:

The crevice scrub, with extra stiff

Length: 9.25”

angle cut bristles, is great for cleaning

Width: 1.5”

grout and other difficult areas. It is

Height: 6.25”

mounted with a thread adaptor that

FDA Compliant Raw Material: Yes

can be removed for easy cleaning of

Block Material: Polypropylene

the whole product. The neck allows

Bristle Material: PET

for 180° of rotation, great for reaching

Other Material: Stainless Steel

under equipment.

Unit Weight: 0.5 lbs

Colors
When ordering, add the color digit to the
base part number to denote color.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 66 77 88

Fully updated product specifications are available at Vikan.com.

The Color-Coding System
Remco and Vikan® brands offer an integrated color-coding system to help mitigate the risk
of cross-contamination in food processing facilities. With an array of color-coded tools and
storage brackets, and years of experience building effective
color-coding systems, the experts at Remco Products Corporation
can help you effectively apply color-coding to divide and identify
different zones or processing tasks. As a result, workers can
more easily comply with material handling and hygienic cleaning
procedures to maintain stringent food safety standards.

Please see the full-line catalog for a complete list of Remco™ and Vikan® products.
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